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1: The Best TOEFL Practice Tests and Questions (Free and Online) â€¢ PrepScholar TOEFL
The TOEFL test is a key step in your journey to study abroad. 98 percent of TOEFL test takers worldwide take the
TOEFL iBT Â® test, and access continues to expand. The TOEFL iBT test is desired by universities because it
measures all 4 communication skills â€” reading, listening, speaking, and writing.

That being said, the study materials you choose can significantly affect your preparation. Generally speaking,
there are unlimited prep materials available today, including online practice courses, tests and text books.
Books are a great help for test takers. They can assist you in understanding and mastering all the various
sections of the test. Practice tests give you a clear idea about the format and length of the test. You should
complete at least one practice test daily. Check that the book you are buying has enough practice tests.
Remember, online practice tests are better than paper-based tests. Online practice tests will give you a real feel
of the test. Practice questions are similar to the questions you will face on the day of the test. Even if you are
fluent in English, you should attempt practice questions before the test day. Answer Explanations Buy a book
that provides clear answer explanations. This way, you will be able to learn from your mistakes and study
more effectively and quickly. High quality text books explain why a particular answer is correct for a practice
question. It is a complete, up-to-date preparation guide. The book offers supplementary materials, including
CDs. The book has numerous practice tests, additional practice questions and practical study tips and tricks. It
also features detailed answer explanations that will help you understand why a certain answer is correct.
Kaplan is a great choice for students, especially beginners. Generally speaking, Kaplan has a simple structure.
Along with this information, the book comprises question types and answering strategies for each section.
Kaplan offers thorough tips for completing each section. Practice questions are followed by answer
explanations. You will find four practice tests in the book. Kaplan comes with two CDs. Both CDs contain
more than 95 minutes of listening passages and questions. Above all, students who purchase the book get
online access to several practice tests online. The book offers comprehensive information about the test,
including sections, time duration and more. The popularity of Princeton books is due to the fact that they are
easy to understand. Like many other TOEFL books, Princeton consists of practice questions, strategies to
answer questions and six practice tests. Due to the simple writing style, Princeton is a favourite of many
students. The book covers everything you need to know about the test, including format, sections, question
types, and more. Furthermore, it contains three practice sets and answer explanations. A CD is included so that
practice tests can be taken on the computer or with pencil and paper. Since the book has been written by ETS,
it is accurate and reliable. Answers to practice questions are explained in a proper manner. Above all, it
includes samples of low and high-scoring essays, along with clear explanations. The test consists of the
following four sections: Reading Includes 3â€”4 academic passages, each words long Listening Involves
listening to an audio recording and then answering relevant questions. The recording can be a conversation, a
classroom discussion or a lecture Speaking Test takers speak on a particular topic Writing Includes writing
two essays. The first essay requires written responses pertaining to the reading and listening materials. In order
to register for the test, visit the ETS website. For registration, you will have to choose a testing centre, test date
and pay the registration fee. TOEFL scores are valid for 2 years, after you take the test. Total score range is
The website offers valuable information and strategies that simplify the preparation process.
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2: TOEFL PBT - Paradigm Language Institute
Test Taker HANDBOOK This official TOEFL TOEFL ITP tests are paper based and use percent You can take notes in
the blank areas of the test books.

Jul 23, 6: Many schools will set a certain minimum that applicants must get. If you are a native speaker or
have been educated at a Western College that used English as the main language of instruction, there is a good
chance that TOEFL requirement will be waived. And it evaluates how well you combine your listening,
reading, speaking and writing skills to perform academic tasks. Perhaps because ETS recycles its contents
over again from one release to another. However, when I take a look, finally, to this release I was a bit
surprised to see a new fourth test into it. Suddenly the first impression I have had is: So guys, ok, cut the chase
and go down to the business of this new guide from the head down. PROS sides of the story Looking at the
menu of the left side when you open the ebook yes, I have to admit my thumb is intense green. I rarely buy a
paperback version of a book the content compared to the previous version of the guide - the 4th Edition, here
my review - are pretty much the same. However, the organization is more slender and efficient. For instance,
General Skill-Building Tips is divided into sub-chapters to reach them more easily based on your will to see
them related to what is your intention: I wanna read the tips regarding the reading part rather the listening one,
and so forth. In the previous guide, the section was a monolith: Not only it is sky-high but also is useful for
those who wanna a better understanding of the mechanisms of the English language behind the curtain. The
section contains sections such as usage, style, mechanics, organization and development and last but not least:
You do even have tiny advice section called: Here comes what I call the blast: As I said in the preface of this
review, that is the major point in favor for those who wanna buy this new guide. Industrialization in the
Netherlands and Scandinavia - A medium difficult passage but really well crafted by ETS The mystery of
yawning - a very convoluted passage with a good number of shifts in its unfolding Lightining - once again:
Moreover, the books come along two DVDs software that simulate exactly the real test into the test center. Of
course, they are not face value. You do not have a trace of a strategy, even though the OG does have as well;
the OG barely scratches the surface under this light. In these two books you have only and solely the tests and
the official answer but not the official explanations. For the Reading and Listening sections, Answer Keys are
provided. For the Speaking and Writing sections, there is no single correct answer for each question. The
Answers section has descriptions of what you need to do to get a high score. You can also evaluate your
responses using the scoring rubrics pro-vided in Appendix A. In the Speaking section, if you have recorded
your responses on a recording device, you can compare them with the descriptions in the Answers section and
with the rubrics. This quote is definitively a plus of these practice Official Guides. In particular, in the
appendix A there are the Speaking and Writing Score Rubrics which show you with clear examples how you
can deliver high-level response in both sections probably the most challenging of the four, see my strategy
guidance below. These are the best books to get if you want access to a lot of practice tests. Moreover, it
provides the students with one of the best tools for English skill-building: The negative side is probably that
the material is slightly harder than you really need to achieve the best score during the exam. Of course, this is
not a huge downside. Indeed, it might be only a good thing in the mid-long distance TOEFL race, improving
and make more robust your fundamentals. The book have been released quite a while ago but it aged very
weel.
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3: TOEFLÂ® test - information about the paper-based test (PBT) and links to free practice tests
Many TOEFL preparation books contain two or more practice tests, either paper-based, computer-based, or both.
Computer-based practice tests are generally better since you'll likely take the real TOEFL on the computer, and the
closer these practice tests are to the real exam the better.

History[ edit ] In , a national council made up of representatives of thirty government and private
organizations was formed to address the problem of ensuring English language proficiency for non-native
speakers wishing to study at U. This council recommended the development and administration of the TOEFL
exam for the time frame. Nations which are part of the English-speaking world from most Commonwealth
realms to former British colonies e. However, this does not apply to some Commonwealth nations outside the
Anglosphere , such as India, Pakistan, Bangladesh etc. The CBT was discontinued in September and these
scores are no longer valid[ citation needed ]. Initially, the demand for test seats was higher than availability,
and candidates had to wait for months. It is now possible to take the test within one to four weeks in most
countries. The test cannot be taken more than once every 12 days. The passages are on academic topics; they
are the kind of material that might be found in an undergraduate university textbook. Passages require
understanding of rhetorical functions such as cause-effect, compare-contrast and argumentation. Students
answer questions about main ideas, details, inferences, essential information, sentence insertion, vocabulary,
rhetorical purpose and overall ideas. Prior knowledge of the subject under discussion is not necessary to come
to the correct answer. Listening The Listening section consists of questions on passages, each 3â€”5 minutes
in length. These passages include two student conversations and four academic lectures or discussions. The
conversations involve a student and either a professor or a campus service provider. The lectures are a
self-contained portion of an academic lecture, which may involve student participation and does not assume
specialized background knowledge in the subject area. Each conversation and lecture passage is heard only
once. Test-takers may take notes while they listen and they may refer to their notes when they answer the
questions. Each conversation is associated with five questions and each lecture with six. The questions are
meant to measure the ability to understand main ideas, important details, implications, relationships between
ideas, organization of information, speaker purpose and speaker attitude. Speaking The Speaking section
consists of six tasks: In the two independent tasks, test-takers answer opinion questions on familiar topics.
They are evaluated on their ability to speak spontaneously and convey their ideas clearly and coherently. In
two of the integrated tasks, test-takers read a short passage, listen to an academic course lecture or a
conversation about campus life and answer a question by combining appropriate information from the text and
the talk. In the two remaining integrated tasks, test-takers listen to an academic course lecture or a
conversation about campus life and then respond to a question about what they heard. In the integrated tasks,
test-takers are evaluated on their ability to appropriately synthesize and effectively convey information from
the reading and listening material. Test-takers may take notes as they read and listen and may use their notes
to help prepare their responses. Test-takers are given a short preparation time before they have to begin
speaking. In the integrated task, test-takers read a passage on an academic topic and then listen to a speaker
discuss it. The test-taker then writes a summary about the important points in the listening passage and
explains how these relate to the key points of the reading passage. In the independent task, the test-taker must
write an essay that states their opinion or choice, and then explain it, rather than simply listing personal
preferences or choices.
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4: Top 10 TOEFL Books List for TOEFL iBT Preparation - Wiki TOEFL IBT
Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) Paper-Based Test and Internet-Based Test Currently the TOEFL exam
is offered in two formats: Paper-based (PBT) and Internet-based (iBT).

Get online practice TPO-sytle! The questions will be similar to those on the real TOEFL in terms of how they
are worded and the subjects they cover. Many TOEFL preparation books contain two or more practice tests,
either paper-based, computer-based, or both. The best TOEFL books will explain why a particular answer is
correct for all or most of its practice problems. This way, you can learn from your mistakes and understand
why the correct answer is what it is. For each book, I give a short summary of what it contains, as well as pros
and cons and thoughts on who should choose each book. After introducing the overall format of the TOEFL,
the book devotes a chapter to each section of the exam. Strategies for preparing for that section and several
practice sets are also included at the end of each chapter. This book also contains three full-length official
TOEFL practice tests, along with answer explanations. A CD is included so these tests can be taken either on
the computer or with pencil and paper. Official source so you can be confident the information given is
correct. Answers to the practice tests are well explained. The answer keys also include sample essays of
varying scores along with explanations, which the other official TOEFL books do not include. Not a lot of
strategies are given in this book to help you answer questions. As the only official TOEFL textbook, this is the
best book to teach you the format of the exam and the question types it includes. In addition to high-quality
practice tests, these TOEFL preparation books also include in-depth answer explanations so you can
understand why a particular answer is correct. Option to take the tests either with paper and pencil or on the
computer. Clear, easy to understand explanations. The computer versions of the test have a format very similar
to the actual iBT TOEFL, so you can get used to how the test will look before exam day. No sample responses
for the Writing or Speaking sections are included. These are the best books to get if you want access to a lot of
practice tests. The words appear in groups of about a dozen at a time per chapter. Following each word is the
definition, synonyms, and example sentences. After the words are introduced, the chapter includes sample
questions to test your knowledge of the words. The questions typically include a short passage with a vocab
word in it and ask you to choose the word the vocab word is closest in meaning to. These sections take up the
majority of the book, but there are also strategies for studying vocab words and a short practice test. Includes
numerous practice problems so you can test your knowledge of the vocab words and get a better understanding
of how vocabulary is used on the TOEFL. Explains several strategies for studying vocab words such as
creating flashcards and learning word roots. The list of words you need to know is helpful, and, in addition to
that, this book gives great advice on how to study those words so they stick in your memory. Many people
find Princeton Review books to be more interesting and easy to understand than other prep books. For each
section of the TOEFL, this book breaks down the core concepts you need to know, goes over how to answer
different types of questions, and give tips on challenges you may face. The book ends with about a dozen
practice sets for each section of the TOEFL as well as a complete practice test you can take on paper or on the
computer. Written in an engaging, easy-to-understand style. Breaks each section down into core concepts you
need to know to help make understanding the exam easier. Lots of tips and strategies included to help you
answer questions more easily. Not a lot of advice given for answering the most challenging questions on the
test. Also, this book breaks down the TOEFL into easy-to-understand core concepts that can make prepping
for the exam less overwhelming. Built by world-class instructors from Harvard and MIT , the course offers
individual review, interactive lessons, and realistic online praactice, at an affordable price! Try our 5-day full
access trial for free: For each section of the TOEFL, the format and content tested are first explained, general
strategies for the section are given, then each question type within that section is explained. Practice questions
are included throughout the book, but the main focus is on explaining strategies, rather than providing a lot of
sample questions. The book includes two CDs with over 95 minutes of listening passages and questions for
students to use. Four full-length practice tests. Extensive Listening practice with two CDs containing Listening
questions included. Not as many practice questions compared to many other prep books. Some users have
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complained of technical issues with the online and mobile features. Most commonly, users have said that some
test questions have incorrect answers and that the mobile resources are difficult to view and navigate. Assumes
you already have a fairly strong grasp of English, which may make it less ideal for students looking to make
large improvements in their English skills. This book is best for students who have already done some
studying for the TOEFL or already have advanced English skills. English Learning Podcasts Listening to
native speakers communicating in English is a great way to practice for the TOEFL because it will give you
more exposure to what the language sounds like and help expand your vocabulary and listening skills.
Podcasts are a great listening resource since they cover a variety of topics to suit your interests and can be
listened to almost anywhere. You can choose a podcast based on your interests or look for ones specifically
designed for English learners. Both are geared towards English learners. You can make your own set of
flashcards with particular words you want to study, or you can check out our s et of the words you need to
know for the TOEFL. Each book has pros and cons to it. A prep book is typically the most important prep
resource you use, but there are also other study materials to look into such as additional practice questions,
podcasts, and flashcards. Using multiple types of study materials together can help you make your TOEFL
preparation more efficient and maximize your score. Check out our guide to learn exactly how the TOEFL is
scored so you can maximize the number of points you get. Download it for free now: She has taught English
and biology in several countries.
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5: Test of English as a Foreign Language - Wikipedia
The new Internet Based Test or TOEFL iBT is scored from 0 to but schools do not look at it from a scoring standpoint
but rather Pass/Fail. get in the official.

In addition to numerous practice questions, three full-length exams are also included which you can take either
on paper or on the computer with the included CD-ROM. The exams are timed although you can also choose
to take them untimed and give the closest experience to the real TOEFL. Your test is automatically graded
after you complete it. Additionally, the grading for the Speaking and Writing sections does not appear to be
particularly accurate. When I took a TPO test, those sections were graded by a computer within 30 seconds of
completing the test as opposed to being graded by human graders on the real TOEFL. The scores I received
seemed pretty arbitrary. Overall, for most people, purchasing an official prep book is a much better deal, since
you can get nearly 10 official practice tests in those books for the price of one TPO test. Several dozen
questions are included: There is no scoring information given for the Speaking tasks. Some of the best
unofficial resources are listed below. This section contains study materials you need to pay for while the next
section is a list of free TOEFL practice resources. These tests may be paper-based, although many books now
come with CDs or internet codes that give you access to practice tests. Built by world-class instructors from
Harvard and MIT , the course offers individual review, interactive lessons, and realistic online praactice, at an
affordable price! Try our 5-day full access trial for free: The resources in this section are listed roughly from
highest to lowest quality. PrepScholar At PrepScholar, we are obsessed with quality. In our opinion, this is the
highest quality unofficial practice test out there. The time-length and question quality reflect the real TOEFL,
and the videos includes realistic audio recordings and sample answers. This is a pretty high-quality test, with
good test questions and instructions on how long to spend on each section so that you can time yourself. It has
the same four sections as the real TOEFL, includes audio recordings, and has answer explanations and
instructions on how to figure out what score you got on the exam. Structure is a section that tests English
grammar and conventions. The quizzes are each fairly short 20 questions or less and untimed although the
recommended time you should spend on each quiz is given. For most quizzes, each question is graded
immediately after you answer it, although for Speaking quizzes, sample responses are given instead of
automatic grading. These are short quizzes, and answer explanations are either brief or non-existent, which
can make it difficult to figure out why a certain answer is correct. Test-Guide This is a decent resource with
six Reading quizzes and four Structure quizzes. The quizzes are each short and untimed, but the questions are
similar to those on the real TOEFL, and there are answer explanations to help you understand why a particular
answer is correct. Each exam has over questions, separated into Listening, Reading, and Structure sections.
The exams are not timed. Graduates Hotline This site has eight short Reading quizzes and two Listening
quizzes. The quality of the questions is good, however; this is one of the weaker resources based on answer
explanations. The decision to grade the quizzes this way is somewhat baffling, and it makes it difficult and
time-consuming to figure out where your mistakes are. For Writing, 10 essay prompts are given. None of the
Reading questions are based on passages as they are in the real TOEFL, and the Writing prompts are
confusingly structured and not similar to the actual Writing section. TestDEN This is a short, low-quality test
with questions that are much more simplistic than what are asked on the real TOEFL and which cover
different topics than the real test. You are required to give your email in order to access the test. Using them
throughout your studying helps ensure you regularly see high-quality resources that are similar to the real
TOEFL. Also, when you take official complete practice tests, be sure to take them under realistic testing
conditions we explain how to do this in our next point. Review the Mistakes You Made Carefully Taking
multiple practice tests will only help you with your TOEFL preparation if you figure out which mistakes you
made and work to avoid them on future tests. After you take an exam, go through each problem you answered
incorrectly, and review it until you understand why you answered it incorrectly and why the correct answer is
what it is. Check out our 5-day free trial now: After each test, look to see where most of the mistakes you
made occurred. Did you do really well on Reading, but struggled with Listening? Then you know to spend
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more time reviewing Listening skills. The more you can pinpoint and target your errors, the more effective
your studying will be.
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6: 5 Best TOEFL Books to Boost Your Score Considerably : TOEFL | IELTS | PBT
But because it was released in , Official TOEFL iBT Tests Vol. 2 has the most up-to-date TOEFL tests of any official
TOEFL book. Its practice TOEFLs very recent, after some very small changes had been made to the test.

Websites provide various materials such as practice tests, tips and tricks, and vocabulary. While talking about
free web resources, you should also remember that information might be outdated and everything will not be
reliable and genuine. Keep in mind that free web resources will not be sufficient to obtain high scores in this
test, you should use the official prep materials as well. Keep visiting their website regularly for up-to-date
information and for free study materials. ETS provides free sample questions. These questions are in an
executable file. You should install that file on your computer for viewing the questions. You must read this
guide and plan your preparation. It has put a flash video on the website that introduces you to the test
resources and also provides sample questions separately for PBT. The answers are clearly explained and some
practice questions are given. If you are taking the paper-based test, you must read this section of the website
along with the TOEFL tips guide. This channel is managed and maintained by ETS. To access the resources
mentioned above, go to this URL and look for the appropriate links: Please note that most of the tests which
are freely available will not give you complete simulation of the real format. To overcome this problem, use
prep materials provided by ETS. However, use the tests on this website to improve your grammar and
analytical skills. Feedback will be provided after the completion of a test. Here is the link: If you are lucky,
you will have the chance to join an online course free of cost, and a chance to win an iPod. Speaking and
writing questions are not graded. Visit this URL to access the questions: These webpages include key
grammar topic reviews for PBT. Questions are answered with explanations. Visit this URL to access the
website: Lexile Reading In order to test and develop your reading and comprehending abilities, visit this page
which is exclusively designed for TOEFL. If your iBT score is low, you have to read some difficult books to
improve your comprehending ability. Note that you merely receive book lists; you have to purchase those
books and read them. Before using that website, read and understand the document entitled what does the
Lexile measure mean? This document provides details about how your reading ability is measured on the basis
of your iBT score. Visit this URL for more information: Access this website by visiting this URL: Tests are
divided as quick tests, medium tests and thorough tests.
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7: Best TOEFL iBT Books, Test and Strategy Review : TOEFL | IELTS | PBT
Longman Preparation Course for the TOEFL Test: The Paper Test (Student Book with Answer Key and CD-ROM)
Official Guide to the Toefl Ibt. Interest-Based Ads.

The practice sets at the ends of the chapters 3. The three practice tests on CD and in the back of the book But
none of it is perfect, oddly. The description of the test comes with almost no strategy or advice. For example,
there is nothing about skipping a text in the reading section or looking at the first question before you start
reading. And one of the practice tests in the back is old and imperfect, from just after ETS had started making
iBT, before they made small adjustments to the format. But there is still no better way to get realistic practice
tests for a low price, and especially to get them on the computer, like a real TOEFL iBT. Overall, this is a
great choice for TOEFL preparation, although test-takers are well advised to supplement the guide with other
study aids that contain additional model exams. The package offers a large variety of skill-building exercises
and progress checks designed to help improve grammar, vocabulary , pronunciation, and test study skills.
Additionally, Cambridge now offers four practice tests that are contained in the book. The book, via an access
code, also provides access to online practice tests including the tests from the book plus an additional set of
three practice tests. This is an old favorite of mine. Cambridge has two major advantages: In the book itself,
there are hundreds of pages of skill-building materials. Take, for example, the process of writing a full essay
paragraph. First, you need a main point. Cambridge has an exercise for that. Then, you need an explanation of
that point, preferably with specific details. Cambridge has an exercise for that, too. Then, you need a transition
into another detail. There are two clear flaws, though: Some practice material is too difficult, and not well
written. In order to use half of the skill-building, you need to buy the set of 8 CDs. The Complete Guide to the
TOEFL Test iBT edition The complete guide to the toefl test ibt edition For a student who is studying for over
a month and needs some more substantial practice, the Complete Guide is the fastest way to get more
high-quality practice material and good skill-building material. The biggest problem is that there are no
answers in the bookâ€”you have to buy a separate answer book for that. This book is really an amazing tool
for you to encounter detailed questions in the listening section. The practice tests require you to listening
carefully and pay attention to detail. Hardly could people choose the right answer without grasping the whole
passages. This kind of question is the most difficult one in listening, so people who have mastered other types
should work on this book to complete all of the skills. Longman Preparation has a lot of material. Each chapter
breaks up the individual question types, such as vocabulary questions in the reading or task four in the
speaking, and gives many examples of each. As the book goes through those individual question types, it gives
advice for each question and provides many test-like exercises. Although not a substitute for a full-fledged
TOEFL test manual, working with this handy guide will help you familiarize yourself with target words that
are particularly common on the TOEFL exam. The words are organized into eight categories Nature, Science,
Mind and Body, etc. Each subcategory is organized as its own lesson. Lessons start off with 10 target words,
followed by definitions, samples, and TOEFL prep exercises that require readers to correctly apply these target
words. In sum, this is a very clever, effective, and thought-provoking manual.
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8: TOEFL iBT Text Books You Need to Know About - uMasterexam
Overall, for most people, purchasing an official prep book is a much better deal, since you can get nearly 10 official
practice tests in those books for the price of one TPO test. Even though they give a very realistic idea of the test and are
computer-based (like the real TOEFL), TPO tests are only recommended for people who get anxious before.

Apr 12, 1: Since there are literally dozens and dozens of books, it is hard to determine which are the best
TOEFL books in the market. These books have helpful instructions for each section of the test and also
includes TOEFL practice tests so you can be ready for the actual test. I have broken down this article into two
types of books: I hope that you will find each breakdown to be helpful as you prepare for this test. They will
explain in-depth of how to solve the questions effectively to guarantee a good TOEFL score. However, their
TOEFL practice tests are either too difficult or too easy compared to the actual test. The practice books that I
will be recommending contains only the authentic practice tests that were previously used as actual tests.
However, these books contain little to no explanation on how to solve different types of questions. I
recommend buying at least one strategy book and one practice test book. If you have more money to spend, I
recommend buying more practice test books rather than buying more test preparation books so you can solve
more authentic practice questions and boost your score. If you buy at least one test preparation book and one
practice test book, you will learn strategies from the strategy book and practice your strategies on authentic
practice questions. As I stated earlier, you should buy at least one test preparation book and one TOEFL
practice test books to get a good score. The page strategy guide is very comprehensive. It contains many
practice materials to solidify your test-taking skills. The audio CDs contains every recording for listening
practice questions. At the back of the book, there are comprehensive explanations for each question on the
model tests. This page explanation is very detailed, and you will recognize your weaknesses and strengthen
them by using this book. Introduction This book begins with frequently asked questions about the test, general
test-taking tips and advice, how to use this book, and study habits to prepare for TOEFL. These are very
informative for new test takers to know what to expect on the test day which will make them confident on the
actual test. Detailed breakdown of each section and specific strategies for each section This book does a
wonderful job of listing every possible type of questions in each section and checklists that you should follow
for each type of questions. For example, the reading section has fourteen possible types of questions such as
interference, classification, and insert; the listening section has ten possible types of questions such as purpose,
main idea, and connection; the speaking section has six different types of questions such as experiences,
preferences, and examples; the writing section has two different types of questions which are synthesis of
opposing ideas in integrated essay question and opinion in independent essay. Not only does the book list
every single possible types of questions that could appear on the test, the book gives specific detailed
checklists for each possible type of questions. For example, there are about twelve items on checklists for each
types of questions. Also, the book lists the point value and the frequency that a certain type of question
appears on the TOEFL test. After the strategy guide, the book enforces those strategies and checklist through
many practice problems. The detailed explanation at the back is really helpful because you will know which
types of questions are your weaknesses and focus on those weaknesses to strengthen them. There is also an
interactive program which includes all the campus vocabulary in this book. If you are interested in this free
program, visit this site. These excellent strategies teach students to properly take notes such as dividing the
paper into columns, separating content into major and minor points, noticing key words and phrases, and using
abbreviations and symbols for faster note-taking. Also, the comprehensive lists of keywords, key phrases,
abbreviations, and symbols are very helpful. Paraphrasing Paraphrasing is rewriting the idea into your own
words. This skill is important in all four sections because those sections contain questions about paraphrasing.
Skills such as substituting synonyms, using different grammatical structures, and using key phrases help you
to improve your paraphrasing skills greatly. After the guide, it has many practice questions to reinforce this
skill. Summarizing Summarizing is using your own words to shorten an idea into few words. Summarizing is
like paraphrasing but using fewer words than paraphrasing. After the guide, it contains questions to strengthen
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your skills. Synthesizing Synthesizing is combining two ideas into one which is important for integrated
speaking and writing tasks. This book gives useful advice on synthesizing such as recognizing key words and
phrases that denote relationships and step-by-step guide on reading and writing synthesis tasks. Also, in the
back, there are two audio CDs for skill-building exercises for each sections. So, do not be discouraged if you
miss more questions than you normally would. For books that contain questions with same difficulty as the
actual tests, keep on reading! The explanation section itself is over pages long! This section contains very
detailed explanation of the reason behind each answer. For example, it will state that a certain answer is right
because of this specific phrase. Also, it contains sample answers and checklists for every speaking and writing
section so you can check your answer. The detailed explanation will help students to recognize their weakness
and to strengthen their weakness through constant practice. This book costs around 25 dollars on Amazon
which is very cheap compared to other strategy books on the market. This book is especially excellent for
students who struggle in the writing section. It covers the not only the basics such as developing full paragraph
essay and recognizing the main points but also the specifics such as including the specific examples from the
text. There are seven online tests included in this book. The practice tests are the most accurate representation
of the test format, not the difficulty of the test. In listening sections, other programs start the clock whenever
you start to listen, but on the actual test and in Cambridge, the clock starts running when you started to answer
the questions. The Cambridge online tests are the most accurate representation of the test format of the
TOEFL and also give your score after each practice tests. The detrimental flaw of this book is the high cost.
There are two versions of this book: The book without audio CDs costs around 50 dollars, and the book with
CDs costs around 80 dollars. However, if you do have the money and willing to spend it, this book is an
excellent choice. Other companies produce many practice tests, but they are poorly-made, too-easy, or
too-difficult. Also, some of those tests have critical errors such as two possible answers to a question. The
most authentic practice materials are from ETS which makes the tests and therefore have zero errors. ETS
currently offers 13 official tests that were previously administered available for students to purchase. I
recommend only these books that contains authentic questions for practice tests. This is highly recommended
for you to get a high score. Also, the price is relatively inexpensive compared to other books. It is around 20
dollars on Amazon which is very affordable. In addition to high-quality practice tests, these TOEFL
preparation books also include in-depth answer explanations so you can understand why a particular answer is
correct. Option to take the tests either with paper and pencil or on the computer. Clear, easy to understand
explanations. The computer versions of the test have a format very similar to the actual iBT TOEFL, so you
can get used to how the test will look before exam day. No sample responses for the Writing or Speaking
sections are included. However, it contains interactive CD-ROM to help you familiarize yourself with the real
test-taking conditions. Conclusion These three books have a total of 13 different authentic tests that were
administered previously. As I have noted earlier, these books for practice tests contains little or no strategies
but is useful for authentic practice tests only. Also, if you want to know about the best and affordable online
ESL classes, click on this link. Originally posted by wikitoefl on Dec 23, 7: Last edited by wikitoefl on Apr
12, 1:
9: The 5 Best TOEFL Books to Prepare for the Exam () â€¢ PrepScholar TOEFL
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